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Abstract: With the maturity of meteorological simulation technology, the research literature in
this field is undergoing a rapid increase. The published literature can provide useful guidance
for current research to get scientific results; however, it tends to be rather time consuming to
obtain exact knowledge from massive literature, and it is necessary to transform the literature
into structured knowledge to meet the efficient management, sharing, and reuse of meteorological
simulation knowledge. In this paper, methods of meteorological simulation knowledge extraction
and knowledge graph construction are proposed. A deep learning model based on bilateral long
short-term memory-conditional random field (BiLSTM-CRF) is used to extract the meteorological
simulation knowledge from the massive literature. Then, the Neo4j graph database is used to
construct the meteorological simulation knowledge graph. Based on the meteorological simulation
knowledge graph, it can realize the structured storage and integration of meteorological simulation
knowledge, which can bridge the gap in the transformation of massive literature to sharable and
reusable knowledge. Furthermore, the meteorological simulation knowledge graph can be used
as an expert resource and contribute to sustainable guidance and optimization for meteorological
simulation research.

Keywords: meteorological simulation; knowledge graph; knowledge extraction; deep learning;
bilateral long short-term memory (BiLSTM); conditional random field (CRF)

1. Introduction

Meteorological processes have an extremely close relation with social development
and economic growth, and they play a significant role in natural disaster prevention, air
pollution control, ecological environment protection, energy structure optimization, and
green gas issues [1–5]. With the transformation of geographical research from static surface
environment to dynamic geographical processes, as an essential part of geographical pro-
cesses, many related fields have carried out research on meteorological simulations. Due to
the complexity of meteorological processes, the research involves comprehensive multidis-
ciplinary knowledge, including geography, meteorological dynamics and environmental
science, which requires multifield expertise to obtain an accurate and scientific simulation
result [6,7]. However, in current meteorological simulation research, accumulated research
papers and other related literature have not been sufficiently converted into structured and
reusable knowledge, and the expertise is inconvenient to obtain. It is hard to efficiently
share and reuse the meteorological simulation knowledge distributed in the literature
content, and the guidance of conducted research results for current research cannot be fully
utilized. Therefore, the extraction of meteorological simulation knowledge and construc-
tion of knowledge graph are recommended to transform the unstructured literature context
into structured knowledge; it can enhance the ability of knowledge management, sharing,
and reuse; furthermore, it can provide scientific knowledge support for meteorological
simulation research.
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In the era of big data, information and data have increased dramatically, and people
have found that it is rather inefficient to obtain useful information and knowledge from
the massive and noisy plaintext. Therefore, it is vital to improve the transformation ability
of “data-to-knowledge” [8,9], which prompts the development of a knowledge graph.
Knowledge graph technology based on natural language processing provides a method
for extracting structured knowledge from massive texts and has attracted considerable
attention in knowledge engineering research. A knowledge graph is a large-scale semantic
network that can realize the structured storage of complex interconnected data. It is com-
posed of nodes and directed edges, which can express the knowledge (including concepts,
entities, and attributes) and their semantic relationships explicitly. Through graph structure,
the management and association analysis of knowledge can be quite efficient. Knowledge
graph technology has promoted knowledge interconnection, and research in knowledge
graph construction, knowledge reasoning, and knowledge applications has gradually
formed a knowledge service in the era of big data [10–13]. Due to the excellent capability of
knowledge graph technology to manage complex and interconnected knowledge, research
on knowledge graph technology has been carried out in many professional fields, and
it has dramatically improved the management and reuse ability of knowledge in these
fields. However, because of the scarcity of domain corpora and unavailable knowledge
extraction methods oriented to meteorological simulation literature, the general methods
of knowledge graph construction are not adaptive in the meteorological simulation field.

In this paper, meteorological simulation knowledge extraction and knowledge graph
construction methods are proposed to enhance the knowledge management, sharing, and
reuse levels in the meteorological simulation field. The main contributions of this study
can be summarized as follows:

(1). A knowledge extraction model based on BiLSTM-CRF is proposed, which can recog-
nize and extract structured knowledge from the unstructured literature content in the
meteorological simulation field.

(2). Through the construction of a meteorological simulation knowledge graph, the struc-
tured storage of meteorological simulation knowledge is realized.

(3). Efficient knowledge management, knowledge retrieval, and association analysis
methods based on the meteorological simulation knowledge graph are demonstrated.

The following content of this paper consists of five sections. The related work of mete-
orological simulation and knowledge graph technology is introduced in Section 2. Then,
Section 3 introduces the methodology of knowledge graph construction. Subsequently,
Section 4 is a case study of meteorological simulation knowledge graph construction. In
Sections 5 and 6, the research is discussed and summarized, and future work directions are
proposed.

2. Related Work
2.1. Meteorological Simulation

With the development of computer science, geographic information system, and
remote sensing technology, model-based meteorological numerical simulation experi-
ments are gradually emerging. Overall, the research can be divided into two main as-
pects. First, the research about interactions between meteorological and environmental
factors, such as underlying surface properties, terrain, urban landscape pattern, and energy
structure [14–18], has been widely conducted. The other aspect is the impact of the meteo-
rological environment on air pollution, extreme weather and catastrophe, and vegetation
growth [19–23]. As in the related research listed above, typically, the main method of
current research on meteorological simulation is to use models to carry out numerical
simulation research. Scholars have conducted meteorological simulation analysis from a
multiscale perspective, and the research achievements are fruitful.

Due to the complexity of the meteorological process, the simulation model design
and parameter selection have a significant impact on the accuracy of the numerical simu-
lation results. To avoid scientific losses caused by inappropriate model and parameters
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selection, the knowledge in the published literature can provide significant guidance for
current research; however, the literature is undergoing an explosive increase, and it is time
consuming to find proper literature and locate the needed knowledge. Thus, it is necessary
to organize and manage the knowledge of models, parameters, data, and result evaluations
in the large amount of published research literature as well as improve the sharing and
reuse of meteorological simulation knowledge.

2.2. Knowledge Graph

Knowledge graph technology originated from semantic networks in the 1960s [24].
In the 1990s, the idea of “ontology” was introduced into the knowledge representation
methods [25]. With the development of the Worldwide Web and open link data, Google
officially proposed the concept of the knowledge graph in May 2012. With the rapid
development of big data, cloud computing, and artificial intelligence, knowledge service
research represented by the knowledge graph is in the ascendant [26–28]. As a result of
the excellent knowledge storage and management capability, the knowledge graph has
become a key part of big data analysis.

Generally, knowledge graphs can be divided into two types: open filed knowledge
graphs and domain knowledge graphs. The current well-known knowledge graphs in
open fields include Freebase [29], DBpedia [30], Wikidata [31], YAGO2 [32], Zhishi.me, and
OpenKG.CN. In addition, in the specific domain, research on knowledge graph construction
and applications has also been conducted. Yan et al. [33] used the edit distance algorithm
and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) algorithm to construct a water-affair knowledge
graph and an information recommendation system to enhance water-affair data integration
and application. Rotmensch et al. [34] explored an automatic process to learn and extract
knowledge from massive electronic medical records and construct a health knowledge
graph, which can provide scientific support for medical diagnoses and clinical decisions.
Ho et al. [35] proposed a novel method for sharable and structured design rule construction
in additive manufacturing based on machine learning and knowledge graph construction,
which accelerated innovations in decision making in the additive manufacturing field.
Heck et al. [36] built a deep structured semantic model of the knowledge graph embedding
method to learn all the concepts of Wikipedia, which can improve the semantic relatedness
computing ability of parsers and realize an effective error reduction in the semantic parsing
of Twitter dialogues. These studies have realized an efficient acquisition and management
of knowledge as well as prompt intellectualization in the corresponding field.

With the introduction of high-performance computing and artificial intelligence into
the geography field, knowledge services have become the goal of geographic information
science research [37]. The geographical knowledge graph is considered to be the key to ex-
tending traditional geographic information services to geographic knowledge services [38],
and it has become a popular issue in geographic information science research. Scholars
have begun to research the geographic knowledge graph, geographic knowledge engineer-
ing, and geographic knowledge services. Xu et al. [39] employed the conditional random
field and multichannel convolutional neural network and achieved excellent results in
the named entity recognition of geographic subjects. Guo et al. [40] proposed a region
geographical knowledge graph construction method based on geographical ontology and
developed a search system to meet the knowledge retrieval requirements. Wang et al. [41]
realized an automatic annotation technology based on encyclopedia knowledge, which
can generate high-quality corpus for machine learning model training in the task of geo-
graphical relation extraction. Zhang et al. [42] constructed a personalized virtual landslide
disaster environment based on the deep learning and knowledge graph method, and they
developed a landslide disaster scene data recommendation mechanism for multilevel users.
Shi et al. [43] detected the meteorological events in the social network information by a
wide-grained capsule network, which is an attempt to extract the meteorological knowl-
edge entity in network text. Overall, in the field of meteorological simulation, the maturity
of simulation technology has brought a large number of meteorological simulation research
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results. However, due to the limitation of the ability to convert “data” to “knowledge”, the
accumulated research literature has not been fully transformed into structured knowledge
that can be shared and reused. It is necessary to extract the knowledge from the massive
literature and realize the structured storage in the knowledge graph to enhance knowledge
management and accessibility for researchers in the meteorological simulation field. In the
field of knowledge graph research, knowledge extraction from plaintext, such as literature
content, usually requires natural language processing and deep learning methods. Addi-
tionally, because of the complexity of meteorological processes and strong professional
requirements in simulation research, there is no sufficient corpus and feasible knowledge
extraction method. The current method is not fully applicable in the meteorological simula-
tion field, which is an obstacle to meteorological simulation knowledge graph construction.
Research on a meteorological simulation knowledge graph is still rare, and it is difficult to
conduct knowledge services.

Focusing on the above-mentioned problems and deficiencies in the current related
research, the methods of meteorological simulation knowledge graph construction based
on deep learning are proposed; the proposed methods concentrate on the knowledge ex-
traction from massive unstructured meteorological simulation literature and the structured
knowledge storage in knowledge graph. Based on the knowledge graph, the manage-
ment, sharing, and reuse ability of meteorological simulation knowledge can be enhanced
dramatically. Users can obtain structured knowledge related to their research efficiently
from the knowledge graph, rather than looking up the massive and noisy literature to
find the knowledge they need; knowledge guidance in current research can be sufficiently
exerted, and consequently, the accuracy and scientificity of meteorological simulation can
be improved. Ultimately, it can enhance the support abilities of meteorological simulation
research in policies establishment of regional meteorological issues [44–46].

3. Methodology

As shown in Figure 1, the research framework of meteorological simulation knowl-
edge extraction and knowledge graph construction consists of three main components:
preparation of the knowledge source, acquisition of meteorological simulation knowl-
edge, and construction of meteorological knowledge graph. In the first component, the
meteorological simulation literature published online was collected, the semi-structured
information on the web pages and the literature content was selected as the knowledge
source, and a meteorological simulation ontology library was constructed. The second
component is the key part of this research, which includes the literature information ac-
quisition from semi-structured web pages by web crawler and knowledge extraction from
unstructured literature content by a bilateral long short-term memory-conditional ran-
dom field (BiLSTM-CRF) model. Subsequently, in component 3, the fusion of knowledge
from diverse sources was conducted, and the meteorological simulation knowledge was
ultimately constructed.
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Figure 1. Framework of meteorological simulation knowledge extraction and knowledge graph
construction.

3.1. Preparation of Knowledge Source and Construction of Ontology Library

China national knowledge infrastructure (CNKI) is one of the most famous and
authoritative knowledge publishing platforms in China, and extensive advanced research
results have been published on it. Thus, in this research, the meteorological simulation
literature published on CNKI was selected as the knowledge source. First, the literature
related to meteorological simulation was searched and collected through preprocessing
such as text format conversion and paragraph screening, the part describes the simulation
model design, and result accuracy evaluation was selected and stored to construct a corpus
database, which can be used as a knowledge source for knowledge graph construction.
In addition to the knowledge in the literature content, the title, authors, institutions,
publisher, and keywords are also important knowledge of meteorological simulation
research. Therefore, this information was collected and added into the knowledge graph in
the subsequent processes.

Ontology refers to a clear, formal, and standardized description of concepts and their
relationships in specific field [25,47]. It is substantially a top level of the knowledge graph,
and it describes the data pattern in the graph. The pattern layer of the knowledge graph
is constructed through the design of the ontology library, which defines a conceptual
hierarchy with a clear structure of the knowledge and semantic relations in the graph. The
pattern layer of the meteorological simulation knowledge graph is mainly composed of 6
core elements, and the ontology is expressed as:

Ontology = {LiteratureInformation, InputData, SimulationScope, ParameterScheme,
SimulationTime, ResultVilidation, Relation}.

LiteratureInformation refers to the title, authors, institutions, publisher, and keywords
of the literature. InputData refers to the data used in the simulation experiment, such as
field data and underlying surface data. SimulationScope refers to the study area location,
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simulation scales, resolution setting, simulation area division, and nested grid. Parameter-
Scheme refers to the parametric scheme of the simulation model. SimulationTime refers to
the time settings of the simulation process, and ResultVilidation refers to the evaluations of
the simulation result, such as error assessment and correlation coefficient. Relation refers to
the semantic relationship of these ontologies. The ontology library defines the data pattern
in the process of knowledge acquisition and graph construction.

3.2. Meteorological Simulation Knowledge Acquisition

Under the guidance of domain ontology, the data layer of the knowledge graph is
constructed. The literature information, such as the author, institutions, and key words are
a kind of important knowledge of the meteorological simulation research; they are always
displayed in the info box of the literature web pages in a semi-structured form. Hence, in
this research, the web crawler was employed to parse the HTML codes of the web pages to
obtain the literature information and store them in the structured data sheet for knowledge
graph construction.

Regarding the simulation knowledge in unstructured literature content, a knowledge
extraction model based on BiLSTM-CRF was used to recognize and extract the knowledge.
The structure of the model is shown in Figure 2. It contains 5 layers, including an input
layer, embedding layer, BiLSTM layer, CRF layer, and output layer.

Figure 2. Meteorological simulation knowledge extraction processes.

3.2.1. Input Layer and Embedding Layer

The corpus was input into the model sentence by sentence. The pure character-level
input lacks word-level information; likewise, the pure word-level input is very dependent
on the accuracy of text segmentation, and word segmentation errors will cause entity
boundary recognition errors. Therefore, in the input layer, the character-level and word-
level information was integrated and input into the model, which can make full use of the
context information.

The natural language cannot be processed by the BiLSTM directly; the semantic infor-
mation in the text needs to be digitized for further processing. Hence, in the embedding
layer, the input words and characters are transformed into eigenvectors by word embed-
ding. Word embedding is a language processing model trained by corpora, such as the
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continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) and Skip-Gram (SG) model. Based on the token in the
corpus and its context, the word embedding model can map each token into the numeric
vector space and generate an eigenvector with semantic information [48]. Word2vec, a
word embedding tool provided by Google, was employed in this study to convert the
word and character inputs into eigenvectors, which can be processed by the subsequent
BiLSTM-CRF model.

3.2.2. BiLSTM-CRF Model

Since the knowledge in meteorological simulation literature is distributed in plaintext,
natural language processing technology is required to process the semantic information
and recognize the knowledge entity. The BiLSTM-CRF model is a natural language pro-
cessing model based on deep learning, which is widely used in knowledge recognition and
extraction; it has an excellent performance in unstructured text processing [49]. Knowledge
recognition and extraction is essentially a sequence labeling task, an input sequence of
sentence is processed by the BiLSTM-CRF model and it outputs a label sequence, which
labels the knowledge entities in the sentences. The BiLSTM-CRF model is composed of
two layers of long short-term memory (LSTM) with forward and backward directions, and
a layer of conditional random field (CRF).

LSTM is a modification of the recurrent neural network (RNN); it expands the com-
puting unit of the traditional RNN and uses a gating mechanism, which can solve the
problem of gradient disappearance or explosion in the processing of long sequence data.
The structure of the LSTM unit is shown in Figure 3.
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In sentences processes of LSTM, through the gating mechanism, it is can selectively
change the update and retention in the processing of the information data stream [50]. The
formulas of the gating mechanism are expressed as follows:

ft = σ
(

w f ·
[

ht−1, xt] + b f

)
it = σ(wi·[ht−1, xt] + bi)

C̃t = tanh(wC·[ht−1, xt] + bC) (1)

Ct = ft·Ct−1 + it·C̃t

Ot = σ(wO·[ht−1, xt] + bO)

ht = Ot·tanh(Ct).
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In the formula, ht−1 is the output of the hidden layer at the previous moment, Xt is
the input at the current moment, σ and tan h are the activation functions, w is the weight
matrix, and b is the bias vector. ft, it, and Ot are the outputs of the forget gate, input gate,
and output gate, respectively. C̃t is the information to be added to the cell state, Ct is the
updated cell state at the current moment, and ht is the final output result of the current
LSTM unit [51].

In the text processes, the forget layer can analyze the current input and delete the
useless information of the former text. The input layer controls the useful information
that can be added into the information stream. Then, the results of the forget layer and
input layer are processed and integrated in the output layer, which is the final output of
the current token. LSTM can control the long-distance retention of effective information
and the rapid forgetting of useless information, which is very suitable for processing long
text sequences. BiLSTM is composed of a forward LSTM and a backward LSTM; in text
processing, the text can be processed from both front and back directions, and the semantic
information of the context can be fully considered.

However, in natural language, there are some syntactic constrains in the sentences,
which cannot be captured by BiLSTM precisely; only use of the softmax function in its
output layer may lead to prediction errors. Therefore, CRF is used to compensate for
the shortcomings of BiLSTM in syntactic feature processing [52]. CRF is a discriminative
probability model, which is a sequence processing algorithm based on hidden Markov
model (HMM) promotion. It can receive an input sequence such as X = {x1, x2, x3, x4,
. . . , xn} and output the target sequence Y = {y1, y2, y3, y4, . . . , yn}, which can predict
the conditional probability of output variables by input variables while considering the
relationship between the front and back position features of each output [53]. Hence,
in this study, the outputs of the BiLSTM layer are fed into a CRF layer, which is based
on the BiLSTM-CRF model, while the semantic information and syntactical constrains
in meteorological simulation literature can be fully processed to realize more accurate
extraction of meteorological simulation knowledge.

The structure of the BiLSTM-CRF model is shown in Figure 4. The meteorological
simulation literature text is segmented into token sequences and fed into the model; when
the BiLSTM-CRF model processes the input sequence X = {x1,x2,x3,x4, . . . ,xn}, for the input

xt, the forward LSTM calculates the context eigenvectors
→
ht before xt, and the backward

LSTM calculates the context eigenvectors
←
ht after xt. Splicing the calculation results in the

forward and backward LSTMs as ht = [
→
ht;
←
ht], which is the complete semantic eigenvectors

representation of the input token xt. The input eigenvector ht is trained by the BiLSTM
network to obtain the label prediction probability matrix pt in the sequence. Then, pt is
input into the CRF layer, and the state transition matrix At between the front and back labels
is calculated in the CRF layer. After processing by two layers, the final label prediction
result is Y = {y1, y2, y3, y4, . . . , yn}, and the probability of prediction result is:

p(X|Y) = es(X,Y)

∑y∈Yx es(X,y)
. (2)

Yx is all the possible labels of the input X, y refers to the right label of X, s(X,Y)
represents the probability of the prediction, and s(X,Y) is defined as:

s(X, Y) = ∑n
i=0 Ayi ,yj + ∑n

i=0 Pi,yj . (3)

Pi,yj represents the probability that the X in position i is predicted as label yj. Ayi ,yj

represents the probability of transition from yi to yj in the state transition matrix calculated
by the CRF layer. Take the logarithm of both sides of p(X|Y) to obtain the maximum
likelihood function of sequence prediction as:

ln(p(X|Y)) = s(X, Y)− ln(∑y∈Yx
s(X, y))
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Y∗ = argmax
y∈Yx

s(X, y). (4)

Select the label with the largest prediction score Y∗ as the final label sequence predic-
tion result.

Figure 4. Bilateral long short-term memory-conditional random field (BiLSTM-CRF) model structure.

3.2.3. Output Layer

The input eigenvector of each token was processed by the BiLSTM-CRF model. Finally,
the prediction label of each token in the sentences can be obtained in the output layer.
The labels of each token indicate the type of knowledge entities; according to them, the
specific entities, attributes, and concepts of meteorological simulation knowledge can
be recognized and extracted. For the relationships between knowledge, the relationship
between entities can be associated by domain prior knowledge, and the relationship of
attributes and concepts can be associated by attribute names and values or locations in
the sentences. For example, if two entities have labels of attribute name and attribute
value, respectively, and they are in one sentence, they are considered to have a semantic
relationship and will be associated in the knowledge graph.

3.2.4. Construction of Training Dataset

As the BiLSTM-CRF model is a supervised learning method, a large-scale training
corpus dataset is required to train the model; however, the meteorological simulation is a
professional field, the corpus in open fields is not applicable for meteorological simulation
knowledge extraction, and there is no ready training dataset that can be used to train
this model. Hence, a training dataset generation method by manual annotation and data
augmentation is proposed. First, the corpus annotation scheme was defined based on the
study of meteorological simulation theories, ontology, and expert guidance. The entities
and attributes defined in the ontology library, including SimulationScope, InputData,
ParameterScheme, SimulationTime, and ResultValidation, were annotated by the BIOES
annotation scheme (‘B-entity’ refers to the beginning word of an entity, ‘I-entity’ refers to
the intermediate word, ‘E-entity’ refers to the end word, ‘S-entity’ refers to a single word
as an entity, and ‘O’ refers to other nonentity words). The annotation scheme is shown in
Table 1.

Based on the annotation scheme, the corpus was manually annotated, and each
character in the corpus was regarded as a token and matched to a corresponding label.
Figure 5 shows the annotation for a sample sentence: “The center of simulation area is 30◦

N,100◦ E. The WSM5 scheme was selected as the microphysical parameterization scheme
(in Chinese).” As the exported annotation shows, a complete knowledge entity is composed
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of a B-entity label in the beginning, several I-entity labels in the middle, and a E-entity label
in the end sequentially.

Table 1. Corpus annotation scheme.

Type Instances Label

SimulationScope Resolution, nested grids, latitude,
longitude, grids number, etc. Area/AreaV 1

InputData Initial field, lateral boundary condition,
terrain data, land use data, etc. Data/DataV

ParameterScheme
Microphysical parameterization scheme,
cumulus convective scheme, land surface

scheme, radiative scheme, etc.
Parm/ParmV

SimulationTime Integration time, integration step,
start/end time, output interval, etc. Time/TimeV

ResultValidation
Average error, absolute average error,
root mean squared error, correlation

coefficient, etc.
Val/ValV

1 Area/AreaV refers to the attribute name and value of the instance, respectively, and the other labels are the same as above.

Figure 5. Sample of corpus annotation.

However, the construction of datasets by manual annotation is so dependent on the
professional knowledge of annotators that it is time consuming and labor intensive. In
this study, a small-scale training dataset was constructed by manual labeling under the
guidance of experts, and the dataset was expanded by the data augmentation method to
obtain a large-scale dataset that complied with the requirement of model training [54]. The
data augmentation methods proposed in the article include the following:

• Choose n words randomly and replace them with their synonyms
• Choose n words randomly and insert their synonyms behind them
• Choose n words randomly and change their positions
• Choose n words randomly and delete them.

According to the recommended parameters in this article, the hand-crafted dataset was
augmented and expanded to 10 times the size, which can be used for BiLSTM-CRF model
training. The article claimed that the augmentation method above will not cause obvious
semantic changes in the corpus. Additionally, some man-made noise was introduced into
the dataset, which can improve the generalization ability of the model. In the case of an
insufficient corpus, using data augmentation can significantly improve the model training
result.
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3.3. Construction of Meteorological Simulation Knowledge Graph
3.3.1. Knowledge Fusion

The corpus of this study was mostly Chinese literature. Due to the diversity of Chinese
descriptions, there may be multiple expressions of the same knowledge entities. For the
extracted knowledge, the different expressions of the same knowledge are supposed to
be fused and unified; otherwise, it may cause data redundancy in knowledge storage.
Therefore, it is necessary to define a suitable similarity measurement and use clustering or
threshold setting methods for knowledge fusion.

In the process of knowledge extraction, each token of sentences is transformed into an
eigenvector by word embedding, which can represent the semantic information of every
token. Hence, the same method is used in the knowledge fusion process to measure the
similarity among knowledge. Word segmentation is performed on the identified entity,
attributes, and concepts, the word frequency of the word segmentation is calculated, and
the knowledge entities are transformed into semantic eigenvectors, the cosine values of the
angle between the vectors are calculated, and a greater cosine value of the angle means
higher semantic similarity. By setting the semantic similarity threshold, the entities whose
semantic similarity is greater than the threshold are considered to be the same knowledge
entity, and they are fused.

3.3.2. Knowledge Storage and Knowledge Graph Construction

Through the above processes, the information and data of different forms are trans-
formed into structured knowledge entities and relations. For meteorological simulation
knowledge with clear structures and abundant attributes and relationships, the storage
method of graph databases has obvious advantages [55–57], which can display the knowl-
edge of meteorological simulation from multiple dimensions such as entities, attributes,
and concepts. In addition, it is convenient to use graph query language and graph mining
algorithms to carry out relationship extension calculations and specific applications of
knowledge graph. Neo4j is a high-performance graph database that has superior capability
in processing billions of entities nodes and relation edges; consequently, it is widely used
in knowledge graph construction [58]. In this study, Neo4j was chosen as the storage of
the knowledge graph, and the knowledge was stored in the following format, as shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. Storage format of the meteorological simulation knowledge graph.

Knowledge Format Neo4j Storage Format

[entity, relation, entity] entity node—relation—›entity node
[entity, attribute] entity node—attribute relation—›attribute node

[entity, attribute, attribute value] entity node—attribute relation—›attribute node: value

The entities and attributes were stored as nodes, and the semantic relations were
stored as edges to realize the mapping of structured knowledge to the knowledge graph.

4. Case Study
4.1. Meterial Preparation and Knowledge Extraction

The weather research forecast (WRF) model is a new generation of mesoscale fore-
casting model and assimilation system jointly developed by the American meteorological
community. It has great performance and is widely used in various meteorological process
studies. This study uses the meteorological simulation by the WRF model as an example to
construct a meteorological simulation knowledge graph.

According to the knowledge graph construction method proposed in this paper, first,
we constructed the pattern layer of the meteorological simulation knowledge graph by
establishing a comprehensive and clear WRF model ontology library. Then, to build the
data layer under the guidance of ontology, we searched the meteorological simulation
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literature on CNKI with “WRF” as the keyword and collected 766 articles. Basic information
(title, authors, institutions, publisher, publication year, and keywords) about the literature
was obtained by web crawlers. Based on the literature, preprocessing of paragraph filtering
and text editing was conducted to build the corpus database of the knowledge source.
Then, some corpus was annotated manually; based on the annotated corpus, the dataset
was generated by data augmentation, and the training set and validation set were divided
according to the ratio of 7:3. The dataset information is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Dataset information.

Data Type Training Set Validation Set

Sentences count 4864 2084
Characters count 78,392 30,484

Based on the TensorFlow deep learning framework, the BiLSTM-CRF knowledge
extraction model was constructed, and the datasets were input for model training. The
parameter settings of the BiLSTM-CRF model are shown in Table 4. The hidden layer
dimension of the LSTM network is 100, and the input eigenvector dimension is correspond-
ingly 100. Every 120 sentences are taken as a batch. The global learning rate is set as
0.001, and the Adam optimizer is used. The dropout rate is set to 0.5 to prevent the model
from overfitting. Additionally, to avoid the influence of sentence order on model training,
sentences in each batch were shuffled before input.

Table 4. Parameter settings of the BiLSTM-CRF model.

Parameters Value

Hidden layer dimensions 100
Eigenvector dimensions 100

Batch size 120
Learning rate 0.001

Optimizer Adam
Dropout 0.5

4.2. Accuracy Evaluation

For the accuracy evaluation of the knowledge recognition and extraction, combining
the accuracy rate and recall rate, the F score is used to evaluate the effect of the BiLSTM-CRF
model.

F =

(
β2 + 1

)
precision× recall

(β2 × precision) + recall
(5)

In the formula, the precision represents the proportion of correctly recognized labels
in the result, which is used to measure the accuracy of the recognition. The recall represents
the proportion of correctly recognized labels in the total number of this type of label, which
reflects the comprehensiveness of knowledge recognition. β determines the importance
of precision and recall. In this study, β was set to 1, which means that the precision and
recall were considered to have the same importance. The knowledge recognition result
evaluation is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Accuracy evaluation of knowledge recognition based on BiLSTM-CRF.

Precision Recall F

93.64% 84.31% 88.73

The precision shows that the model can obtain accurate recognition results, but
the recall rate is relatively lower, which means that the model’s knowledge recognition
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comprehensiveness is slightly poor. The comprehensive evaluation result of the F score is
88.73, which confirms the feasibility of the BiLSTM-CRF model’s knowledge extraction.

Table 6 shows the recognition accuracy evaluation of each type of knowledge entity.
Overall, the F scores of all these entities are above 80, and the “AreaV”, “Time”, and
“Val” have the best recognition accuracy, which proves that the BiLSTM-CRF model has a
balanced performance in the recognition and extraction of different knowledge entities.

Table 6. Accuracy evaluation of each knowledge entity.

Type Precision Recall F

Area 94.65% 75.27% 83.86
AreaV 97.32% 88.18% 92.53
Data 91.85% 80.91% 86.04

DataV 95.02% 85.47% 89.99
Parm 90.02% 80.89% 85.21

ParmV 92.45% 83.64% 87.82
Time 97.57% 87.65% 92.35

TimeV 93.24% 85.11% 88.99
Val 96.57% 86.25% 91.12

ValV 90.34% 82.36% 86.17

4.3. Results

Through the pretrained BiLSTM-CRF model, the knowledge in the corpus database
was recognized and extracted. After relation association and knowledge fusion, the knowl-
edge entities and relations were exported into Neo4j, and the meteorological simulation
knowledge graph was constructed. The statistics of the count of knowledge nodes and
edges in the knowledge graph are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Statistics of nodes and relationships in the meteorological simulation knowledge graph.

Name Type Count

LiteratureInformation Node 3134
InputData Node 35

SimulationScope Node 291
ParameterScheme Node 87
SimulationTime Node 122
ResultValidation Node 75

Information Edge 4032
Input Edge 230

ScopeSetting Edge 1045
ParameterSetting Edge 1146

TimeSetting Edge 579
Validate Edge 367

Part of the nodes and relationships of the meteorological simulation knowledge
graph are shown in Figure 6. It clearly shows the entities, attributes, concepts, and the
relationships between them of three articles (the larger green nodes in the center). The
LiteratureInformation nodes show the authors, institutions, publisher, publication year,
and keywords of each article. The SimulationScope nodes display the study area, resolu-
tion, grid count, grid nested scheme, and vertical layering. The InputData nodes show
the data used in the simulation experiment, such as National Centers for Environmen-
tal Prediction/Final Operational Global (NCEP/FNL) reanalysis, Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 30◦ lattice data, European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts Re-Analysis (ERA) interim reanalysis, and terrain height. The Parameter-
Scheme nodes show the parameterization scheme selections of the simulation experiment,
including the microphysics scheme, radiation scheme, and cumulus convection scheme.
SimulationTime nodes refer to the simulation time settings, such as the simulation start
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time, end time, integration time, and integration interval. The ResultValidation nodes
show the evaluations of simulation results, including the indicators of mean absolute
error (MAE), mean squared error (MSE), root mean squared error (RMSE), and correlation
coefficient (R). The edges contact nodes show the semantic relationships between these
nodes. Using these six types of nodes and relationships can describe the attributes and
concepts of the meteorological simulation research clearly and accurately.

Figure 6. Instance of meteorological simulation knowledge graph (part).

As the graph structure can clearly express complex the interconnected relationships
between entities, the entities and relations of meteorological simulation knowledge can be
retrieved by the Cypher language, which is a query language provided by Neo4j. Users
can obtain feasible knowledge related to their research and study efficiently by specific
conditional queries. Figure 7 shows some examples for knowledge retrieval.
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Figure 7. Knowledge retrieval by Cypher query language, (a) input data query; (b) study area query; (c) parameter setting
query; (d) JSON file of parameter setting query result.

Figure 7a shows the result of the input data used in the simulation process retrieved
by literature name. The Cypher query sentence is as follows:

match(n: title {name: ‘WRF land use/cover data optimization and its application in
urban heat island simulation(in Chinese)’})<-[r: Input]-(data) return n, data.

The retrieval result shows that the land use/cover data of MODIS2001 and MODIS2012,
the initial field and lateral boundary condition of NCEP/FNL reanalysis, and satellite in-
version data of GLC2009 and GLC2000 were used in the research of this article to study the
impact of land use and land cover on the urban heat island effect.

In Figure 7b, the literature whose study area was Beijing was retrieved by the following
Cypher query sentence (to show the results clearly, the number of results is limited to 3).

match(n: title)-[r: ScopeSetting]->(m: studyarea) where m.name = ‘Beijing’ return n,
m limit 3.

Figure 7c shows the retrieval result of parameter selection of the article with the study
area restriction. The Cypher query sentence is as follows:
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match(n: title)-[r: ScopeSetting]->(m: studyarea{name: ‘Beijing’}), (n)-[p: Parameter
Setting]->(q) return q, n, m.

The retrieval result can be exported to JSON files, as shown in Figure 7d. JSON is a
lightweight data format that is easy for generating and parsing, which can improve the
data transmission efficiency. Therefore, it is easy to import the retrieval result into other
programs and conduct further research.

In addition to the knowledge retrieval, the association analysis of entities and relation-
ships can be conducted based on the meteorological simulation knowledge graph, which
can mine deep information and knowledge. Figure 8 shows the correlation analysis of path
discovery based on the meteorological simulation knowledge graph.
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Path discovery refers to querying the shortest or other specific paths of entities based
on the relationship network of the knowledge graph. In Figure 8, the path between the
Shanghai Key Laboratory of Meteorology and Health and the Yangtze River Delta Environ-
mental Weather Forecast and Warning Center was detected. The detection result shows
that the two institutions have published multiple articles collaboratively, and they have
conducted in-depth research on the WRF-Chem model, PM2.5, and numerical forecasting.
Moreover, it shows the closeness of cooperation between the two institutions. Through the
path discovery method of the knowledge graph, the inner relationships and associations
between entities can be revealed, which can help users explore the relationships at a deep
level and identify new understandings and new knowledge. When the entities and rela-
tionships tend to be complex, the superiority of the knowledge graph in data management
tends to be more obvious.

To summarize, in this study, 766 articles within the meteorological simulation literature
were collected to construct a meteorological simulation knowledge graph; the information
on the literature web pages was obtained by web crawler, the knowledge in literature
content was extracted by the BiLSTM-CRF model, and the final F score of the model is
88.73. Subsequently, the knowledge graph was constructed by Neo4j; it contains 3744
knowledge entities and 7399 relation edges of meteorological simulation. Efficient retrieval
for knowledge and relation, association analysis based on the knowledge graph, and
Cypher query language are all demonstrated. The above results proved the feasibility of
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the proposed method in meteorological simulation knowledge extraction and knowledge
graph construction.

5. Discussion

As knowledge graphs have become a hotspot in knowledge engineering, research on
knowledge extraction and knowledge graph construction has been conducted in many
fields; however, due to the heterogeneity between different fields, the knowledge extrac-
tion and knowledge graph construction methods are not applicable in the meteorological
simulation field. There is some research on meteorological knowledge graph construc-
tion from structured or semi-structured information on web pages, but the research on
knowledge graph constructed from unstructured literature plaintexts is still scarce. In this
research, meteorological simulation knowledge in unstructured literature content and semi-
structured web pages is extracted, and the meteorological simulation knowledge graph is
constructed, which can improve the efficiency of knowledge management, sharing, and
reuse for meteorological simulation researchers. However, there are still some deficiencies
in the study that need to be improved:

(1). Due to the lack of meteorological simulation corpus, there are still some shortcomings
in the dataset constructed by manual annotation and data augmentation, such as
corpus inadequacy and annotation error, which may lead to some negative impacts
on BiLSTM-CRF model training and knowledge recognition and extraction.

(2). The text features in the literature are not fully utilized; the text features used in this
study are the characters and words, but there are other features such as part of speech
and word formation that are not used in the text feature processes. In addition,
only part of the knowledge was extracted in the literature; the abundant knowledge
contained in the whole literature was not extracted sufficiently.

(3). At present, the meteorological simulation knowledge stored in the graph is still
insufficient, and the quantity of literature needs to be increased in future work to
expand the amount and coverage of knowledge in the meteorological simulation
knowledge graph.

6. Conclusions

With the maturity of the meteorological simulation research, the published literature
is undergoing a rapid increase, and it becomes more inefficient to obtain specific required
knowledge from massive literature. Hence, it is necessary to extract the meteorological
simulation knowledge from literature and construct a knowledge graph to transform the
unstructured literature content into structured knowledge, and enhance the ability of
knowledge management, sharing, and reuse. Knowledge graph research in the meteoro-
logical field is still in its infancy, which is due to the lack of training corpus and applicable
knowledge extraction methods. Thus, at present, the meteorological simulation knowledge
graph is still rare. In this paper, the semi-structured information on the web pages and
unstructured knowledge in meteorological simulation literature was extracted by the web
crawler and the BiLSTM-CRF model based on natural language processing and deep learn-
ing technology. Then, the meteorological simulation knowledge graph was constructed by
Neo4j. In addition, efficient knowledge management, knowledge retrieval, and association
analysis methods based on the knowledge graph are demonstrated. The proposed methods
have universality and are applicable to other fields by reasonable corpus preparation.

The knowledge graph realizes the extraction and structured storage of meteorological
simulation knowledge distributed in the literature, and it realizes the efficient management,
sharing, and reuse of knowledge. It can compensate for the shortcomings of data-to-
knowledge conversion insufficiency and promote the transformation of data services and
information services to knowledge services in the meteorological field. Knowledge graph
users can conveniently obtain the knowledge related to their research, which can guide their
meteorological simulation experiment and assist in complex analysis or decision support.
Moreover, users can browse the knowledge of meteorological simulation at the conceptual
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level, discover potential connections between entities, strengthen the understanding of
complex meteorological processes and simulation experiments, and further enhance the
scientificity of meteorological simulation research.

As the research on knowledge graphs is an ongoing hotspot in geographical knowl-
edge engineering, future work could focus on these aspects:

(1). Based on the meteorological simulation knowledge graph, the intelligent Q&A and
knowledge recommendation system should be constructed to meet the knowledge
needs of multilevel users and enhance the knowledge service capability of the knowl-
edge graph.

(2). Based on the graph mining algorithm, further knowledge reasoning analysis should
be conducted to mine more in-depth knowledge from the associated entities and
concepts to continuously enrich the knowledge graph, ultimately improving the
meteorological simulation knowledge system and promoting the development of
meteorological simulation research methods.

(3). Research on knowledge graphs and meteorological simulation models and software
should be coupled to develop an automatic meteorological simulation experiment
design mechanism, so as to promote the intelligence in meteorological simulation
research.
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